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FLEET ADMIRAL | STEVE PARMLEY

cs@sfi.org bementfire@gmail.com

Thursdays are the new day for STARFLEET After Dark, 10pm CST!

I am proud to announce the creating of the rank and position of Master Chief Petty Officer of SFI
(MCPOSFI). The most famous enlisted officer was Chief Miles O’Brien of Deep Space 9. The goal 
is to build up our enlisted ranks and to act as the top senior enlisted. This person will be working 
with the Educational Services on creating enlisted courses in STARFLEET Academy.

This person will be appointed by the CS and voted on by the Executive Committee. They must 
be at least 21 years of age, be a member in good standing for 3 continuous years and must have 
passed OTS, OCC and SFDPP 101 &amp; 102. They will serve a 3-year term just like the Com-
mander, STARFLEET.

The Executive Committee met on December 16 th , 2020 where David Shorey was nominated for
MCPOSFI. He was voted on by the EC and approved.

I look forward to working with MCPOSFI Shorey and to continue to move this organization into the 
future.
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ADMIRAL | jAMES hERRing
vcs@sfi.org ussmogo@gmail.com

VCS Personnel
LCDR Gerhard Pretorius, SFDPP Certified

Greetings one and all!

As part of Recruiting & Retention, we have created a window cling that can be attached almost 
anywhere, your vehicle, laptop or fridge. The cost for these will be $5.00 each (+taxes, shipping & 
handling). We are working out a way to get the clings to our International Members inexpensively, 
through their RC’s but the process hasn’t been totally worked out yet. I wanted to announce this 
new item as it’s something to help raise money for Fleet and it’s getting close to the holidays, so 
this would be a great stocking stuffer for your favorite Trekkie (besides yourself). And it’s a great 
way to show your Fleet pride and also recruit! Please contact Linda Olson, STARFLEET QM to 
get yours today!

Happy New Year!
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This month has been active for the Diplomatic Corps. We have launched the Sistership program, 
with a trial run between the USS Missouri and the USS Animus. We are refining how it will run 
and coming up with more ideas to foster communication and activities between sisterships. We 
plan on launching the program by the end of January. 

The Food Drive War progresses slowly, as of this writing, SFI has donated 578 lbs. The last 
update from KAG on Dec 9th was about 300lbs. We are awaiting further reposts from several 
ships that have reported some activity, but nothing official yet.

We are hoping to open diplomatic relations with more organizations in 2021. We wish everyone a 
Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays, and Happy New Year.

sfifleetambassador@gmail.com

STARFLEET DIPLOMATIC CORPS
CPT AAROn hIMES
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FACEBOOK LINK
This month's report is once again short, however there are a couple things to report.

1. We have had several new members join the All-Access Facebook page and hope this will 
encourage discussion and suggestions where STARFLEET can improve on accessibility.

2. I received reply from the IC saying they have at least received the All-Access manual and will 
be reviewing it and getting back to me. I will be in contact with them to improve accessibility.
  

DEPARTMENTS UNDER THE VCS

ALL ACCESS, STARFLEET
ADM jASOn SChRECK

lb206@aol.com
SFDPP CERTIFIED

SFDPP CERTIFIED
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My last report for 2020, but I feel I have yet to even start. This program is an outreach, where we 
get out into areas, we have no presence. COVID has pretty much muted this department. 

Until such time as we can safely get out, I do not want to raise expectations.

I live for the day this department can become useful.

frost.sfi@gmail.com

FAST RECRUITING ORIENTATION SHAKEDOWN TEAM
(F.R.O.S.T)

CPT jASOn gARRETT

SFDPP CERTIFIED
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MACO
RADM DEnISE RUSh

sfso@sfi.org

We currently have 46 SOU’s and 214 Operatives.

This is an increase of 8 members from last month. Our numbers still do not add up with the 
information in the DB because not everyone is officially registered with MACO. There is currently 
a total of 369 members affiliated with MACO in the DB, but 152 of those are not listed with any 
MACO SOU or as an IO. I wish there were a way to correct these numbers in the DB so that they 
would match. 

All MACO Staff have taken the GDPR / SFDPP courses. 

On Dec 11, 2020 I petitioned the CS and VCS to have our original name of STARFLEET Special 
Operations (SFSO) restored. I received confirmation on Dec 18, 2020 to – “Make it so!”. 

With that permission given we will be reinstating our name to SFSO on Jan 1, 2021. I want to 
clarify that only the name will revert to the original SFSO with MACO as a subgroup as it had 
been before the forced change in Mar 2018. All Training and Awards will remain the same, but the 
overall title will revert to SFSO.

Because of our continuous growth I will be dividing the IO’s into their own grouping to ease the 
amount of reporting for the Group Commanders. We will have 3 Groups as of Jan 1, 2021. 

DIRECTOR OF CYBER OPERATIONS REPORT
There have been some minor changes to the website over the past month. Mostly the documents 
for Training which are being adjusted as the Academy makes changes to the curriculum.

DIRECTOR TRAINING OPERATIONS REPORT
Joel “Rob” Ehl (JR) has stepped down as the Deputy Director Training Ops, MACO.  I have 
advertised this position with Humanoid Resources and on the Crossed Daggers Facebook Page.  
I haven’t received any applications.
Due to staffing issues, two colleges, in the Institute of Military Operations (IOMO) are going to be 
merged into other colleges in the IOMO.
The College of Special Operations Flight (CSOF) will be merged into the College of Special 
Operations Training (CSOT) on 12/31/20.
The College of Special Operations Resources (CSOR) will be merged into the College of Special 
Operations Defense (CSOD) on 12/31/20.  All Training applications will need to be updated with 
this new information.

Number of SpecOps Graduates for this Period:  21

SFDPP CERTIFIED

mailto:sfso%40sfi.org?subject=
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I will review the MACO Certification Officers Report to determine if any Training Awards have 
been earned by Operatives.   This will catch any Operatives accomplishments that weren’t sent in 
via the Award Request Form.  I’ll send those certificates out monthly.

With the merger of the College of Special Operations Resources (CSOR) being merged into the 
College of Special Operations Defense (CSOD), an update to the Awards Manual is needed.  
Currently the Combined Forces Award is earned when completing the CSOU, CSOR and CSOS.  
Since the CSOR will no longer exist after 12/31/20, we need to edit this award’s criteria.  These 
changes won’t go into effect until January 1, 2021.
Number of Awards Earned for this Period:  3

TRAINING CERTIFICATION OFFICERS REPORT
The certification process has been streamlined considerably, with the implementation of the new 
requirements and the updated MACO Training Manual. The verification process is coming along, 
still most of the application being received are still incomplete and do not have all the 
documentation attached. The team leaders and unit commanders will need to ensure that the 
MACO Operations sheet information is up to date and that they are initialing the operatives 
training. 
Training Records and Certificates still are not being submitted with applications.
Number of Certifications Earned for this Period:  14

EDITOR “SECURED FREQUENCIES”
I have received an offer of help for Newsletter Layout from:  Matthew Davies
Three articles have been submitted for this current issue that is nearly complete.
Joshua Dadd, Thomas Bores & Robert Richards.
Also still hoping as time goes on more members will submit article suggestions.
Closing date for submissions for next issue will be end of September.
Have received 1 short story for next issue so far. Any and all contributions welcome

DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING AND RETENTION REPORT
I've nothing to report for this month. It has been uneventful in terms of R&R.

MACO SERVICE AWARD OFFICERS REPORT
Service Awards Issued in September

MACO Service Award
Pike Cross

Archer Distinguished Service
Admiral Forrest 1st
Admiral Forrest 2nd
Admiral Forrest 3rd
Admiral Forrest 4th
Admiral Forrest 5th

MACO Commendation
MACO Achievement Award

Meritorious Unit Award
MACO Annual Muster Award
MACO Honor Guard Award

Number Issued
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Number Issued
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
2

MACO Service Award
Guardian Award

UFOP Award
Patriot Award

Ambassador Sarek Award
Curzon Award

Recruiting Award
Master Recruiting Award
General Martok 1 Year
General Martok 3 Year
General Martok 5 Year
General Martok 7 Year
General Martok 10 Year
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GROUP COMMANDER’S NOTES:
One unit failed to report so Group 1 has a 
compliance rate of 96.5% for

Activated: 0
On Standby: 0
Deactivated: 0

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 22
Reported: 21
Excused: 0
Late: 1
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 1

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 17 Operatives:103
IOs: 5  Operatives: 8

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 111

ROSTER CHANGES
Gains - 3
Losses - 0
Leadership Changes: 1 
SOU 131 – Megan Schroeder is the new TL.

AWARDS ISSUED: 5

IO 066 – Keith McNeil was awarded the Archer 
Distinguished Service Award for his commendable 
work on issuing 3 years’ worth of SFSO/MACO 
Awards that had been neglected.

SOU 003 – Kelli Caplette issued the Admiral Forrest 
3rd Class for Service to MACO as Director of 
Training for over a year

SOU 004 - Lea Morgan and Michael Marquart 
issued the General Martok 10-year Award 
Hector Gutierrez was issued the Patriot Service 
Award 

AWARDS REQUESTED: 5

PROBLEMS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS:
IO 555 - Wish the form was filled out automatically 
so I wouldn't have to look up all that info each time 
lol

SOU 004 - Would like more information on updates 
and current chain of command, also feedback, new 
to this position and information leads to knowledge 
and that to strength.

SOU 007 - Team leader and her husband renewed 
late so we are waiting on it to update in the data-
base.

SOU 101 - Sorry if this report is late, real life got in 
the way and this was the first chance I had to 
complete the report.

GROUP 1 OPERATIONS

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS REPORT
Group 1:  96.5% reporting
Group 2:  83.3% reporting
FTR: IO 181, IO 1119, SOU 111, SOU 143
SOU 143 will be deactivated for non-reporting for 6 months
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GROUP COMMANDER’S NOTES:

TOTAL SOUs & IOs: 24
Reported: 20
Excused: 0
Late: 3
Incomplete: 0
Failure to Report: 7 (IO 1119, SOU 143 and 
SOU 808 will be deactivated for non-reporting 3 
consecutive months in a row.)

UNIT BREAKDOWN
SOUs: 20 Operatives: 99
IOs: 4  Operatives: 4

TOTAL OPERATIVES: 103

ROSTER CHANGES
Gains - 0
Losses - 2
Leadership Changes: 0
SOU 559 – Wayne Cassity was issued the McCoy 
Medical Training Ribbon - Bronze Cross Issued 
(retro to Mar 30,2020) 

AWARDS ISSUED: 1 
SOU 559 – Wayne Cassity was issued the McCoy 
Medical Training Ribbon - Bronze Cross Issued 
(retro to Mar 30,2020)

AWARDS REQUESTED: 0

PROBLEMS, COMMENTS, OR SUGGESTIONS:
SOU 501 - I have removed Matt and Jess from the 
active roster until they decide what the status of 
their membership will be. Currently they are expired 
however talks are still being conducted between 
the chapter CO and themselves. For records sake, 
the Shuttlecraft Firehawk (which housed many of 
the SOU's members) has been reabsorbed back 
into the mother ship chapter (USS Tydirium) but will 
remain as a 'name only' shuttle.

SOU 1001 - Discussed a possible MACO Virtual 
expo or meeting to discuss MACO Operations and 
Training in general

GROUP 2 OPERATIONS

Total MACO Operatives accounted for: 214
Total MACO Affiliates in DB: 369
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents:  46
Total MACO SOU’s & Independents reporting: 42
Percent Reported: 83%
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FACEBOOK LINK
There were no new registrations for December 2020.  The total number of pet parents listed is 
175 with 398 separate pets, although the information that I have does not include many of the 
earlier registrations.  These include 19 stuffed animals, 173 cats (8 deceased, 3 retired), 160 dogs 
(6 deceased, 1 given away, 2 retired), 8 birds, 2 raccoons, 5 rabbits, 7 lizards, 2 guinea pigs (1 
deceased), 2 ferrets, 4 tarantulas, 5 snakes, 4 turtles (1 deceased), 2 fish,  2 rats,  1 hedgehog, 
and 1 horse.  There are likely additional deceased pets, but these are all the ones I have record of 
at this time.
I do expect some new registrations soon because of new pets acquired during the holidays. 

frankieh.63@gmail.com

PETFLEET
LCDR FRAnCES SMiTh

SFDPP CERTIFIED
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FACEBOOK LINK

1) The new STARFLEET Data Protection Policy is now in place. Many of the Unit/BN/BDE OIC's 
& DOIC's have completed this course and are compliant. 

2) The annual state of the Marines will be posted middle of January and it will showcase the 
happenings of the SFMC during 2020. And also will layout what we will hope to see for 2021. 

3) TRACOM will be making announcements shortly concerning the latest updates on courses. 
Many updates to reenergize our academy. 

4) Reminder that the class A dress white uniform (salt & pepper) will officially be decommissioned 
Jan 1st 2021. It was a good run but we need to move away from similar active uniform in use by 
actual military. The other affordable option is in place and is very more trek looking. Please look 
over the SFMC website and dress manual for the most current uniforms. 

5) Please be safe during this pandemic and be mindful this holiday season

4) To be up to date on the latest happenings in the Corps please join our Facebook page

dant@sfi-sfmc.org

SFMC
Mgn REY CORDERO

SFDPP CERTIFIED

https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/	
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3275293079/
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FACEBOOK LINK
Members Affiliated in the Database with STARFLEET Medical:  175
Members Officially Registered with STARFLEET Medical Facebook Page:  268 

Medical Awards Issued

Name    Award
Paul Bennett   Ancillary Star

Paul Bennett   EMT/Paramedic Star

Paul Bennett   Medical Star
 
Paul Bennett   Nursing Star
Scott Demasi   Nursing Star

Susan Anderson  Chapel Award
Felicia Hung   Chapel Award
Nathanial Lively   Chapel Award
David Roberts   Chapel Award

Scott Demasi   Crusher Award
Felicia Hung   Crusher Award
Nathanial Lively   Crusher Award
David Roberts   Crusher Award

Medical Training Programme Certifications

medical@sfi.org

STARFLEET MEDICAL
CPT MARK LOgAn
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CORE LEVEL 1

Paul Bennet
Anne-Laure Perrin

Joseph Zuber

CORE LEVEL 2

Paul Bennet
David Hines

CORE LEVEL 3

Robert Richard
Cher Schleigh

CORE LEVEL 4

Robert Richard
Cher Schleigh

CORE LEVEL 5

Cher Schleigh

CORE LEVEL 7

TJ Allen
Cher Schleigh

CORE LEVEL 6

Cher Schleigh
Eric Johannson

Pippa Slack

CORE LEVEL 8

Eric Johanneson

CORE LEVEL 9

Eric Johannson
Cher Schleigh

Franklin Newman III

CORE TRAINING
GRADUATE

Eric Johannson
David Miller

CORE LEVEL 10

Eric Johannson
David Miller

Cher Schleigh
Franklin Newman III

https://www.facebook.com/groups/STARFLEET.Medical.Corps/
mailto:medical%40sfi.org?subject=


Medical Training programme & Nomination form
LINK

Hypospray Webzine
This quarters issue focuses on Mental Health.
Issue 3 – available in Spanish, French and dyslexic easy read font
LINK

Starfleet Medical Website

Research & Development Department
Medical handbook has been completed and is available to all chapters with CMO’s and all 
Regional ASG’s. 
LINK

SFDPP
All staff have completed SFDPP 101 & 102.

REGIONAL ASSISTANT SURGEON GENERALS (ASG)
Nov 15 - Dec 14th 2020

ASG Facebook Page Links

R1          R2          R7          R9          R11          R12          R17          R19          R20
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Region 1
Region 2

Region 5

Region 3

Region 7
Region 9
Region 11
Region 12
Region 13
Region 17
Region 19

Region 20

Region 4

ASG page set up with 37 members. 
ASG page set up with 44 members. 

No page set up yet.  Tech problems

No report.

ASG Page is up and doing good, 25 members  
the ASG page is set up 10 members.
ASG page set up with 10 members.
ASG page is set up 11 members are in the group.
ASG recovering from pneumonia
ASG page set up with 11 members.
ASG page set up with 6 people having liked the page and 19 people have 
joined the group.
ASG page up and running, with 101 members currently. 

No report.

Region 20
Wellness Page

115 Members

https://medical.sfi.org/sfm-awards/awards-manual/
https://lookaside.fbsbx.com/file/The%20Hypospray%20Vol%201%20No%201.pdf?token=AWy3AQOo-3SFh_SXAs4mk5grIzqc5N5vvdIcJ0rMF8GjScCTXWN7OU6zsidMVDalsdu3IQ7MjPSXyEbkKRTs9o6F-UcF9q1DH1UWSboXDnfYTz4INtupCpYYV66RK5bTpZWuag9U4lp9nGavYmj-iJjIdgTE-ItHdFgdL1MTmm89fW6Il9aCX7--MrzJpF9Kca0bEXPydB2FezE0lLCrbrQl
https://medical.sfi.org/
https://medical.sfi.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/10/2020/09/STARFLEET-Medical-Manual-July-2020.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region1medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/272215684169824
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2954711808080292
https://www.facebook.com/groups/r9sfmhq
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region11medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region12medical
https://www.facebook.com/groups/946919619157628
https://www.facebook.com/groups/231624121431227
https://www.facebook.com/groups/region20medical


Please remember
STARFLEET Medical does the same as SFMC & MACO- it gives members a different way to 
channel their fandom within SFI and is an extension to your regions Commitment to give value 
for membership. We act as a central focal point for the medical aspect of SFI in the same way the 
SFMC & MACO do for those interested in the military side of SFI and just as they support their 
members we do the same offering support and encouragement to Medical members.

STARFLEET Medical Com Badges 
We are now able to offer you the opportunity to order the STARFLEET Medical Com Badge.
The attached picture shows the Design Proof of the badge, which will have a magnetic fixing.
At the present time these are limited to one per SFI member Due to limited availability. 
Prices are shown are including postage and shown in pounds sterling (£) :
R20 &R9 £17:00

Rest of the World £20:00

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER:
Click HERE If you’d like to be added to the list for the STARFLEET Medical comm badge and 
complete the form. 
You will be asked to state your name and your delivery address.
You’ll then receive back an email with the amount due and how to pay.
The badges are being produced, but no orders will be fulfilled until the costs of manufacture has 
been met through pre-order
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FACEBOOK LINK
Summary:   Starfleet Sciences is an informational resource within the old Fleet Resource Center 
concept which promotes science education and explores the portrayal of science within the Star 
Trek shows.  Starfleet Sciences has a web site which includes a Chief Science Officer Handbook; 
in the past month, the number of hits to the web page increased 32 to 5522.  Starfleet 
Sciences also has a listserv and Facebook page; the Facebook page has 2595 lifetime total likes 
and 387 daily total impressions for November.  A Pinterest board of science-related events by 
region is available.  A Stellar Cartography department, with Capt. Michael Krogh 
(mkrogh@mail.com) at its head, has a goal to promote amateur astronomy through information, 
advice and communication.  Stellar Cartography’s Facebook page.  Starfleet Sciences Director 
Richard Heim and wife are safe and healthy, continuing to shelter at home, to escape the novel 
corona virus COVID-19, and teleworking.  Director Heim continues to work 50-hour weeks; 
meetings and conferences continue but are virtual events.  In November, Richard participated in 
a North American Drought Monitor Forum workshop and authored two weeks of the U.S. Drought 
Monitor product.  Starfleet Sciences receives reports from the regional science officers or liaisons 
in seven regions (1, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, and 15).  Region One Sciences (also led by Adm. Heim) was 
active with seven ships reporting in November, and Region 7’s Comm. Held summarized many 
new developments in the field of astronomy and space exploration reported by the USS 
Sovereign.  Comm. Held's summary included reports on:  Physicists keep trying to break the rules 
of gravity but this supermassive black hole just said 'no'; the NASA InSight Mars lander's 'mole'; 
Moon's magnetism might have protected Earth; Volcanoes fuel gaseous atmosphere on Jupiter's 
moon Io; Meteorite that crashed in Michigan holds extraterrestrial organic compounds; Canberra 
Deep Space Station communicating again with Voyager 2; Mounting evidence for subglacial lakes 
on Mars, but could they really host life?; Jupiter's ocean moon Europa probably glows in the dark; 
Supernova explosions may have helped shape Earth's climate history; and Bringing Mars 
samples to Earth could cost an extra $1 billion, but NASA should totally do it, experts say.  
November posts to the Starfleet Sciences Facebook page covered such topics as:  Climate 
Change Causes Landfalling Hurricanes to Stay Stronger for Longer, and Magma ‘Conveyor Belt’ 
Fuelled World’s Longest Erupting Supervolcanoes, as well as Science Shows on TV This Week.  
The most popular post was Science Shows on TV, viewed by 40 people.

alaricrh@charter.net

STARFLEET SCIENCES
ADM RiChARD hEiM

SFDPP CERTIFIED

https://www.facebook.com/Starfleet-Sciences-365693010206326/
https://scienlaric.com/sfsci/starfleet-sciences.html
https://www.pinterest.com/starfleetsfi/science-related-events-by-region/
mailto:mkrogh%40mail.com?subject=
http://Facebook
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/
mailto:alaricrh%40charter.net?subject=


ADMIRAL | jOnAThAn SIMMOnS

ops@sfi.org gumbysan@gmail.com

Greetings Fleeters! Here are the numbers for November 2020.

22 chapters failed to report this month. In addition, only 2 Regions reported, R7 and R20. It is my 
suspicion that the database is not sending me all the regional reports and I hereby officially ask 
CompOps to create a database tool with which I can view and track regional status reports. 
Currently I have no means of tracking regional reports.

ShOC reports no launches or commissioning for this reporting period.

Since there are no scheduled commissioning for the rest of 2020, I wanted to provide you with a 
review of the year:

Current there are 10 chapters in training scheduled for commissioning in 2021.

The team at Ops are currently updating all of our manuals and tools for the new year. Be on the 
lookout for an updated START Manual coming soon.

Support Ship Operations Manual, a new Vessel Registry and a new, updated Ops FAQ are all in 
the works.

Stay tuned...

June
Launched USS Nomad
Launched USS Amelia Earhart
Launched USS Masamune

Commissioned USS Vandalia
Commissioned USS Animus
Commissioned USS Dorothy

July
Launched USS Excalibur
Launched USS Gallifrey

Commissioned USS Russell Casse
Commissioned USS Firebird
Commissioned USS Omnus

August
Launched USS Essex
Launched USS Septarian

Commissioned USS Katherine Johnson

September
Commissioned USS Genesis
Commissioned USS Chimera

October
Commissioned USS Rhode Island

November
Commissioned USS Rising Star
Commissioned USS Nomad
Commissioned USS Amelia Earhart
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ADMIRAL | jEFF hIgDOn

comms@sfi.org 

Greetings and Felicitations from your Chief Peon in the Communications Department of your 
STARFLEET!  With Christmas and the holidays coming upon us have I only have a few reminders 
and notes to share with you today.

Articles, pictures, art, and reports for the next edition of our STARFLEET COMMUNIQUÉ, which 
will be Issue 206 will be Tuesday, March 15 at 11:59 PM. Send your submissions to 
starfleetcq@gmail.com.

I want to commend the Editor in Chief of the Communiqué, who serves as a Vice-Chief within the 
Communications Department, General Dennis Rayburn and for his tireless work, along with his 
editors and the copywriters.

By the time you read this the first audit of our Facebook pages should be completed. I want to 
commend our Vice-Chief in Charge of Media Services, Rear Admiral Eric Johannson, and is 
buying staff for the hard work they have been doing.

I also want to commend Marine Captain TJ Feldman for her work as overseeing the gathering of 
Publications and Manuals for the Communications Department.  As the Vice-Chief of that 
department, she is charged of gathering any manuals and newsletters that Starfleet have, among 
other things.

I also want to commend our Vice-Chief in Charge of Audio/Video, Lieutenant Colonel Russell 
Camp and his fine crew which he has gathered for the production of our videos.  Look for a more 
thorough report in issue 205 of our January STARFLEET COMMUNIQUÉ.

Closeout this report I want to wish you, the members of the Best Star Trek Fan Organizations in 
the World, a very Happy and Safe Holiday Season. Whether you celebrate Hanukkah or 
Christmas or any other celebrations during the Holiday Season, please stay safe.

That is all for this month. 
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MAJOR GENERAL | Tj ALLEn

academy@sfi.org
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CES OFFICE
A year has passed, and the ES has been working hard on material. We have lost staff and gain 
staff. We are up to 80% complete with colleges aligned to closed until the update is complete.

Let me be the first to apologize to the members for these closures that will happen. I have asked 
the staff to update these manuals and courses. There were a lot of courses to complete in a little 
over a year. The staff has worked hard. I do want to say we need to give these staff members a 
round of applause for those that have worked hard to complete the course revisions and updates.

With the turn of the year, we also see courses that need to merge and courses that seem to be 
so outdated that they cannot carry forward or not enough traffic to keep it fully open. So please 
do not fear we are not removing people’s grades that they have accumulated. We are just shifting 
and moving things. 

This does lead me into updates on new material. We are looking into new material and hopefully 
will have those out soon also.

SFA NEWS

Our numbers have dipped more, with just under 1000 completed courses, and just over 100 
individual students (not counting SFDPP). Hopefully some of the new courses and colleges that 
will be opening in the coming weeks and months will help increase our traffic.

We unfortunately had a breach with regard to the SFDPP exams, and answers were accidentally 
posted to a regional CO/XO list. In order to make it harder for people to take those answers and 
use them to cheat, we have shuffled the questions on the PDF version of the exam. We cannot 
shuffle the questions on Moodle because the exam has already been opened, but since the vast 
majority of members needing the exams have already taken them, we feel the negative impact is 
negligible. We are still working out the details on how the retakes will be done moving forward, but 
we will be making sure that the questions are shuffled to deter cheating.

We are continuing to work on finishing up the revision/update project. We will be having a Zoom 
meeting with the Deans and Assistant Deans to make sure they are assisting the Directors and 
Assistant Directors in their colleges.

I want to again thank the Humanoid Resources department, and Lauren White in particular. She 
is wonderful in working with me on the best ways to get our listings posted and in front of the 
membership. We are continuing to gain new staff members, and some of our newest ones have 
quickly become some of our strongest.

SFDPP CERTIFIED



I asked the CES to contact the Chief of Operations to make sure that we get an advance copy of 
the soon-to-be released revised START Manual. My hope is that we can have it one or two weeks 
before it is released to the membership, so that we can double check that the questions we have 
on our various exams (including but not necessarily limited to OCC, FOS, and STARFLEET 
Officers Leadership College) that use this document are still correct. It would be much easier for 
all if we can have any changes made BEFORE the document is released, so that we do not have 
to close the exams to do the updates.

SFMCA NEWS
So, we’re now in December. It’s been a very crazy 5 months. Maritime Operations and Cadet 
College are currently closed due to their directors stepping down. HR has been notified and I 
hope to see those colleges reopen the first of the year. We thank the former directors for their 
hard work and dedication. NCO, MECHA, INF have all been submitted revisions for approval to 
the GS, which has been granted. These documents have been sent to services for inclusion in 
Moodle and we are waiting for them to open. The VCS has requested these documents for 
review, and we hope that he will give his blessing on their immediate update.

As was relayed yesterday, all our current Directors and Assistant Directors have completed the 
SFDPP courses (101, 102 and 201[if needed]). Extremely happy about that. 

The ACA crew has been pumping out certificates for backlogged students and I’m looking forward 
to their work with upcoming projects. Hazzah!
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REAR ADMIRAL | TOnY KnOPES

compops@sfi.org

HOST MIGRATIONS
We have been working on moving the various sites that we have hosted on our hosts to our new 
host site.  The Academy’s site has been moved already and some clean up (maybe too much) 
has happened.  
Email, main sfi.org and helpdesk are up next.
The SFMC sites are pending the completion of our move off Site5.

NEW DATABASE
The basic architecture for the new database is currently being tested – it will be a front-end / 
back-end architecture with an API on the backend.

DATA PRIVACY
No movement on privacy policy updates this month because of the host migration.

DATABASE NUMBERS
Total active memberships: 5,747
Total individual memberships: 2,744
Total in family memberships: 2,925
Number of family memberships: 1,027
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GENERAL | LInDA OLSOn

cfo@sfi.org

Hello! The best way I know to deliver this information to the members is to give the short version. 

Main STARFLEET Bank Account
These numbers are what would be in the account if it were active.
Opened the month of November with a balance of $69251.41
Credits equaled $1845.93
Debits equaled $439.34
Closed the month of November with a balance of $70658.00

Breakdown of credits is as follows:
$1840.93 PayPal receipts from November not pulled but is included in the total above.
Over the counter deposits - $5.00 (Membership $5)
total $1845.93

Breakdown of Debits
Site 5.com - $23.94
Dream host - $16.90 SFA  
Linode.com - $20.00
Scholarship donations - $262.00
Com badge postage (medical) 102.95
Cling postage - 8.25 plus $1.65 in stamps
T shirt postage -5.30
Total debits for November from the Main Account totals - $439.34

November PayPal receipts total breakdown
Membership revenue = $1389.56 less fees of $149.82 on sales and $30 monthly fee = $1209.74
MP donations for scholarship = $262.00
Plaque -$40 donation less fee of $1.46 += 38.54
Clings - $149.37 less postage of $9.90 and fees of $5.44 = 134.03 (free 5)
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SFI SCHOLARSHIP ACCOUNT 
Opened the month of November with a balance of $17,686.17
Credits -$262.00 collected from MP online but not transferred to the savings account yet.
Interest - 14 cents
Debits - $4000.00 checks issued to scholarship winners for 2020
Closed the month of November with a balance of $13,470.31

Credit Break Down
Online MP donations - 262.00
Interest - .14
Total $262.14

STARFLEET INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ACCOUNT - what should be in the account if the 
Main and SFMC accounts were active.
Opened the month of November $3,326.24 ($797.48 carried over in account before 2021 began 
accepting deposits. The $500 deposit to the hotel for 2021 will need to be returned to the main 
account)
Credits -$93.59 (PayPal income not yet transferred for the month)
Debits - $0
Closed Month of November $3419.83

Breakdown of credits
PayPal sales $97.00 less PayPal fee of $3.41 = $93.59
IC 2021 Registrations taken from October 31 to November 30.
Stephanie Roane (will receive free patch) $47.00

Registration
1 this month @ $47 total this month before fees
Registrations total $1594.00 before fees
Badges - 1 this month @ ($10.00) total - 10 total sold ($100.00 before fees)
Patches - 0 this month @ ($5.00) total - 8 total sold ($40.00 before fees) 4 free badges
Friday night Banquets - 0 this month @ ($40.00) total sold -7 (280.00 before fees)
Saturday night banquets - 1 this month @ ($50.00)   total sold - 14 ($700.00 before fees)

Total collected by IC2021 as of November 30. $2714.00 less PayPal fees of $91.65 = $2622.35
I am offering the remaining coronavirus com badges for sale with the proceeds going to support 
the IC this year. We have passed the deadline to cancel and will owe the hotel 50% of the total 
costs if we cancel now. I am hoping that the vaccine will be good enough to get us more 
registrations before June.

Expenses - none this month.
Expenses to date.
Hotel deposit - $500
Patches - $148.19
domain name - $25.90
Total expenses to date = $674.09

I have not yet ordered the com badges.
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STARFLEET MARINES ACCOUNT
The SFMC Bank Account is no longer frozen due to the fraudulent check presented against the 
account in April. All income from Quartermaster sales that has been held in the PayPal account 
will be moved to the bank account and I will start using the account as soon as I can get a new 
debit card issued to replace the one that was cancelled. At that time, I will reimburse the Main 
account for all postage and purchases we have made during the shutdown.
This is what the numbers would be if we had the account active.
Opened the month of November with a balance of $8044.84
Credits equaled -$0 PayPal sales $0
Debits equaled - $0 postage on quartermaster orders.

Closed the month of November with a balance of $8044.84
I believe the site was down for some reason this month. We have rarely had a month with no 
sales before. 

SFMC Scholarship Account
Opened the month of November with a balance of $2749.60
Credits equaled $.02
Debits - $0
Closed the month of November with a balance of $2749.62
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